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Polis welcomes the proposal

Polis position focuses on the deployment of an 
infrastructure for charging electric vehicles. 

Polis welcomes an initiative from the European 
Commission supporting the deployment of an 
infrastructure for charging electric vehicles in 
Europe. It is an important milestone which sends a 
strong signal to the market.
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Electrification as part of a sustainable and multimodal 
urban and regional mobility system

the transition towards the electrification of transport 
should be considered as part of a general evolution 
towards a more sustainable urban and regional 
mobility system.

the introduction of electric vehicles should be part of a
strategy towards an integrated multimodal transport network.

Polis members consider that the National Policy Framework should 
also  include also a strategy for the integration of electric vehicles in 
an intermodal transport strategy in the urban and regional levels, in 
particular the integration with public transport, including from the 
perspective of the integrated energy management.
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Targets are best defined by the competent 
authorities

Polis would support mandatory targets for 
2020 for the number of charging points to 
be installed and the proportion of public 
charging points if those targets are both 
defined by the Member States.

Member States, in cooperation with their 
regions and cities, are best placed to 
define these targets.
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Setting a standard

Polis members agree with the proposal to require the equipment of 
slow charging points with connectors of Type 2, and Type ‘Combo 2’ 
for fast recharging point. 

However they recommend to amend the proposal for a directive  in 
order to allow that vehicles currently on the market can charge all 
over Europe.
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Supporting financial solutions

Finally Polis asks that the directive is supported by a European 
initiative for the financing of the charging infrastructure for electric 
vehicles. 

This strategy should:


 
foresee funding for initiatives installing charging points;



 
ensure the coordination of various relevant initiatives of the European 
institutions, including the European Investment Bank, offering 
opportunities to access funding for this infrastructure;



 
create a single entry point to access information on this topic. This 
entry point could be the European Electromobility Observatory;



 
include recommendations and guidelines for the financing of the 
charging infrastructure. 
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TIDE is a European funded project which will develop implementation 
guidelines to enhance the broad take-up of innovative urban transport and 
mobility measures throughout Europe to establish them as mainstream 
measures.  

By the end of 2013, TIDE will have developed implementation guidelines on 
financing schemes for charging stations (TIDE measure 4,2)

Website: http://www.tide-innovation.eu/
Twitter: @TIDE_Innovation 
LinkedIn Group: Transport Innovation Deployment for Europe

http://www.tide-innovation.eu/
https://twitter.com/TIDE_Innovation
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Transport-Innovation-Deployment-Europe-4831724/about
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Thank you !

Sylvain Haon

+32 2 500 56 70
shaon@polisnetwork.eu

www.polisnetwork.eu

@polisnetwork 
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